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Large vision-language models (Large VLMs)

Backgrounds: Emerging Large VLMs are powerful in response generation with visual input
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Example: MiniGPT-4

Zhu et al., Minigpt-4: Enhancing vision-language understanding with advanced large language models. arXiv 2023.

Everything Looks Great:

1. Good Visual and language understanding

2. Reasonable and detailed response

3. Running on a single GPU

4. Wide application scenarios

…
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Large vision-language models (Large VLMs)

Questions:

We research the “worst case” of these large VLMs:

- When Large VLMs are deployed in practice:
Responsible answer generation in companies, Gov., or commercial usage

- Consequently, we ask:
What if the generated responses are wrong? It may raise serious concerns

Can we let these VLMs generate “targeted response”?
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METHOD



Matching image-text features (MF-it)

: text encoder

: image encoder

An intuitive method:

Surrogate models

white-box

image 
encoder

“A bottle of water”

Clean image

Targeted text

Perturb noise

+

text 
encoder

embedding

embedding

max sim.

Matching the features via an image encoder and a text encoder
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Matching image-image features (MF-ii)

Match target image features via an image encoder and a text-to-image model:

: text2img model

: image encoder

Surrogate models

white-box

black-box
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Matching text-text features (MF-tt)

Matching the features via a text encoder:

: text encoder

Surrogate model

white-box

black-box

:image-2-text model

Target model
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Matching text-text features (MF-tt)

Matching the features via a text encoder (black-box setting):

Gradient estimation:

RGF-Estimator 9

(Eq. (4))



MF-ii + MF-tt (Ours)

Text2Img

Pretrained generator  
(e.g. DALL-E) 

hξ Pretrained visual encoder  
(e.g. ViT-B/32 of CLIP)  

fϕ

➙

➙

➙

➙

Learnable ΔClean image xcle Initializing xadv

fϕ

fϕ

Matchinggradient

Query-based attacking strategy (MF-tt)Transfer-based attacking strategy (MF-ii)

Targeted image  hξ(ctar)

s

embedding 
of hξ(ctar)

embedding 
of xtrans

“A sea otter 
with a 

 pearl earring.”

Targeted Text ctar

s

⊕

s

⊕

s

⊕

➙

➙
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perturb

 σδ2

 σδ1

 σδ0  xadv + σδ0

 xadv + σδ1

 xadv + σδ2

RGF- 
Estimator

s

RGF-Estimated  Δ

➙Img2Text➙

 pθ((xadv + σδ0); cin)

  ctar

=

Updated adv. image xadv
pseudo-gradient

The victim model  
(e.g. MiniGPT-4)

pθ

 : pixel addition 

 

   : no update

⊕

Δinit ∼ N(0,1) ⊕ ⊕

➙

Clean image xcle

Img2Text
“A colorful painting of a cat 
wearing a colorful pitcher 

with green eyes.”

✓

➙
“A painting of a sea otter 
wearing a colorful hoodie.”

Targeted response generation

➙

Generated response of xcle Adv. image  (Ours)xadv

Img2Text➙ ➙

✘ Targeted response of  xadv

Target: “A sea otter with 
a pearl earring.”

xtrans = xcle + Δ

pθ(xadv; cin)

 pθ((xadv + σδ2); cin)

 pθ((xadv + σδ1); cin)

(Eq. (4))

➙
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Experiments



Evading BLIP-2

Li et al., Blip-2: Bootstrapping languageimage pre-training with frozen image encoders and large language models. arXiv 2023. 12



Evading UniDiffuser

Bao et al., One Transformer Fits All Distributions in Multi-Modal Diffusion. arXiv 2023. 13



Evading MiniGPT-4

Zhu et al., Minigpt-4: Enhancing vision-language understanding with advanced large language models. arXiv 2023. 14



Evading LLaVA

Liu et al., Visual instruction tuning. arXiv 2023. 15



Quantitative evaluation
(CLIP score between text and image features)

White-box attacks against surrogate models

Performance: Matching image-text features (MF-it)

Good performance in white-box setting
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Quantitative evaluation
(CLIP text score ↑)

Black-box attacks against victim models.

MF-it is not that transferrable in black-
box setting;
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Quantitative evaluation
(CLIP text score ↑)

Black-box attacks against victim models.

MF-it is not that transferrable in black-
box setting;
MF-ii is better, but the performance is
limited by the targeted images;
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Quantitative evaluation
(CLIP text score ↑)

Black-box attacks against victim models.

MF-it is not that transferrable in black-
box setting;
MF-ii is better, but the performance is
limited by the targeted images;
MF-ii + MF-tt achieves better 
performance
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Visual interpretation via GradCAM Analysis

(a): Craft an adv image given a target string and a target image

(b): GradCAM shows good correspondence to the query text over clean images, but not for adv images.

(c): For adv image, we obtain similar GradCAM results as the target image.

“A beautiful bird 
with a black and 

white color in snow.”

GradCAM of xadv

“A beautiful bird 
with a black and 

white color in snow.”

GradCAM of hξ(ctar)GradCAM of xcle GradCAM of xadv

“What is the teddy 
bear playing in the 
middle of the road?”

“What is the teddy 
bear playing in the 
middle of the road?”

 xcle xadv

“A beautiful bird 
with a black and 

white color in snow.”

“A photo of a teddy 
bear on a skateboard 
in Times Square.”

“A small bird sitting 
on the branch of a 
tree in the snow.”

(a)
hξ(ctar)

(b) (c)
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Trade-off between image quality and perturbation budget

“A sonoro shark 
illustration.”

Illustration of 
a blue fish in a 

fish tank

“An image of a 
blue fish in an 

aquarium.”

➙ ➙ ➙

“A painting of a 
robot playing chess.”

➙

“A cute tropical fish 
in an aquarium on a 

dark blue background.”

“A cartoon blue 
fish in a bright 

fish tank.”

, LPIPSϵ = 4 = 0.019 , LPIPSϵ = 8 = 0.054 , LPIPSϵ = 16 = 0.116 , LPIPSϵ = 64 = 0.158, LPIPSϵ = 2 = 0.013Targeted image hξ(ctar)

Trade-off

- LPIPS indicates perceptual similarity to the clean image.
- Lower means better quality
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Sensitivity to common corruption

Sensitivity of adversarial 
examples to Gaussian noises.

Increase the power of noise perturbation

Learnt noise perturbation 
gradually becomes invalid.
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Failure cases

Two failure cases, where the correct 
response is generated over adv images.
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Thank you for watching


